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lists of transformers characters wikipedia - this is a list of articles listing the many characters included in the transformers
media franchise list of autobots list of decepticons, transformers the wreckers saga paperback amazon com - nick roche
is an irish comic book artist and writer who hails from dublin he s best known for his extensive credits on idw s transformers
titles the most prominent of which are transformers sins of the wreckers transformers last stand of the wreckers and
numerous covers for transformers more than meets the eye to which he also contributed stories and interior art,
transformers film series wikipedia - transformers is a series of american science fiction action films based on the
franchise of the same name begun in the 1980s michael bay has directed the first five films transformers 2007 revenge of
the fallen 2009 dark of the moon 2011 age of extinction 2014 and the last knight 2017 a spin off entitled bumblebee directed
by travis knight and produced by michael bay is
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